Joining recent studies that attempt to re-evaluate the legacy of alchemy, this article explores the recording of alchemical vocabulary from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries in the MED and the OED. By considering labeling practices in the dictionaries, the alchemical sources that they employ, and principles of inclusion and exclusion, it shows that the dictionaries give only a partial, inconsistent, and sometimes misleading picture of alchemical vocabulary in Middle English. I complement this study of the dictionaries with an investigation of an unedited fifteenth-century codex of alchemical writing, which reveals that numerous alchemical words and meanings remain unrecorded in the MED and OED.
To Label or not to Label?
Part of the explanation for the significant differences between the MED and OED highlighted in Table 1 is probably to be found in the general difficulty of labeling as well as varying editorial 29 studies have pointed to the inconsistency of the usage of labels in the various OED editions; all labels are not included in the list of abbreviations and signs; and no discussion has been published about the meaning or application of the labels. 30 In the introduction to OED2, Simpson and Weiner themselves remark that ' [t] he usage and subject labels should be made fully consistent and modernized' in the future. 31 As indicated by Peter Gilliver, an associate editor of OED3, in 1999, ' [a] terminological glossary will be included as part of the introductory apparatus to the third edition', but such a glossary has yet to be made public. 32 Against this general backdrop, it is unsurprising not to find much discussion of the OED's approach to subject labels such as the ones studied here (alchemy, old chem., and chem).
MED and OED N reproduced by Simpson and Weiner in OED2,
A subject label is simply said to be 'employed when the headword is derived from, or used in, a specific discipline or subject'. 33 Gilliver further notes that specialist dictionaries as well as specialists in the field are consulted in defining specialized vocabulary. 34 Such experts are also consulted for specialized historical fields, including the history of chemistry. 35 Of the three labels, only chem. is included in the list of abbreviations in OED2, glossed as 'in Chemistry'. 36 In the absence of explicit and detailed treatment of labeling practices, the way the label 'alchemy' has been applied affords insight into principles of the MED and OED.
Fundamental to the issue of labeling is also the problem of delimiting the field of alchemy. In the Middle Ages, alchemy was often associated with astrology/astronomy and had close connections with medicine. Numerous alchemical texts from the period claim medical applications of their procedures and especially of the coveted philosophers' stone, whose primary purpose was to convert base metals into silver or gold. Some texts are explicitly medicoalchemical, without a discussion of transmutation of metals.
relationship to metallurgical practices that involved minerals and metals but did not aim to produce noble metals. Plenty of manuscript evidence survives showing that such areas were included within the complex of approaches considered 'alchemical'. With these overlaps and unclear boundaries, delimiting the field of alchemy can be difficult. 38 This difficulty appears to be reflected in the labels of the two dictionaries and their application. The MED's double gloss of the label 'alch.' as 'alchemy, chemistry' (noted above)
suggests that the compilers recognized the uncertainty of what alchemy entailed in the period:
alchemy covered alchemical pursuits of transmutation (which is how the term alchemy is commonly understood nowadays) and approaches that appear closer to our modern conception of the science of chemistry, without aspects of transmutations. This certainly seems to be true in the cases where the only citations for an item labeled as alchemical come from a medical text, lapidary, or a similar work that appears to describe a medico-alchemical or pharmacological use of a substance or procedure. 39 The MED also uses multiple labels in some contexts, where 'alch.' is used in combination with 'med.' ('medicine') and/or 'phys.' ('physiology'). 40 Such usage further underscores the intersection of alchemy with various other disciplines and their shared vocabulary. 41 The OED's labeling practices often differ significantly from the MED's, which may point to a different conception of alchemy. The OED employs three labels: 'alchemy' (eighty-nine times), 'old chem.' (seven), and 'chem.' (eighteen). Of these instances, some are used in combination: 'alchemy' and 'chem.' (six) and 'alchemy' and 'old chem.' (once). Although this variation could be taken to indicate that each in fact designates a separate area, especially since some of the labels can be combined, that does not appear to be the case, at least not completely.
The overlap in meaning of the labels is suggested by the fact that all three occur with words that 44 The compilers of the MED appear to have been more inclined to add a label if a lexeme is found exclusively in one or more alchemical texts, even if the connection to alchemy is not certain. That is, there is nothing in the nature of the lexeme that reveals it as alchemical other than its appearance solely in alchemical texts. This is the case of receptory ('a containing vessel, a receiver'). The alchemical meaning has one attestation in the MED in an alchemical text. While OED2 did not include any pre-1500 examples for this entry, OED3 updates on the basis of MED and incorporates MED's lone example, but foregoes the label. The reason for this decision appears indeed to have been that the alchemical status of the word is uncertain. 45 A similar case is probably found in the complementary words diptative, triptative, and tetraptative 'consisting of two, three, or four parts respectively', found only in George Ripley's Compound of Alchemy.
Whether or not these terms are particularly alchemical is not clear from the context. The OED, which includes tetraptative but omits the other two, has no label, perhaps in recognition of the unclear status of the word. In this case, the OED entry remains unrevised since 1911, and it is unclear whether the OED3 editors would follow the MED.
Frequently, it is difficult to determine why a label has been left out in one or the other dictionary, or indeed why both dictionaries have omitted a label, especially in light of the similarity between the words that are labeled and not labeled. The words elixir (OED2) and adrop (OED3) (the latter probably a constituent part of the philosophers' stone), for example, are labeled in the OED as alchemical. The MED, which contains similar definitions and only cites texts on alchemy or dealing with alchemy, does not provide labels. A possible reason is that the definition makes clear that the usage is alchemical. Adrop, for example, is defined as 'some alchemical substance'. 46 It is notable here that OED3 diverges from the MED by adding a label, although it draws upon the MED as can be seen in the citation of sources. The MED includes forty-four items that are signaled as alchemical in their definitions, but left without an explicit label. At the same time, in thirty cases, the definition mentions alchemy and the label is nonetheless applied, hence pointing to some inconsistency in the usage. 47 Similar instances where there is no label but a clarification of the domain-specific nature in the definition occur infrequently in the OED. In particular, a number of words beginning with ex-(all from OED2) receive this treatment, which perhaps reveals the approach of a particular subeditor.
whatever reason determined that there was not enough evidence of the word's alchemical status.
In the MED project, a consideration that the evidence was enough for a reader to conclude that the usage was indeed alchemical may have been sufficient to leave out a label. Michael Adams shows that the MED editor Hans Kurath held the opinion that, if the evidence itself was convincing in demonstrating a particular pattern, the scholarly reader of the MED should be able to form his/her own opinions from the evidence without any editorial comment being necessary. 49 Although the impact of such a principle on the omission of labels cannot be ruled out, it is difficult to evaluate it fully: it would involve producing exact statistics of how many 'alchemical' words or meanings 'should' have been labeled but are not, which is of course fraught with problems and hence not attempted here.
To Include or not to Include?
Not surprisingly, each dictionary contains alchemical words and meanings that are not found in the other. However, it is very rare for lexemes to be exclusive to one dictionary. The MED has ten such lexemes (ranging in the alphabet between letters revised and unrevised in OED3) and the OED two. The more striking figures emerge when we consider how often a meaning of a particular lexeme is attested (and labeled) in one but not in the other: the MED has 110 such items (again covering both lemmas that have been updated and lemmas that remain to be updated in OED3), while the OED has two. Several factors appear to underpin these figures.
The two dictionaries exhibit radically different trends in their treatment of a quintessential aspect of alchemical language: the use of figurative language. Alchemical texts frequently employ a variety of such strategies, including symbols such as the dragon eating his own wings, which designates the process of purification or sublimation; 'deck namen' (or cover terms), such as Mars for the metal iron; and more overarching uses of allegory. 50 The MED frequently includes and labels such figurative senses as alchemical, as in bird 'a volatile substance', sister 'a like or attractive substance', and venom 'an acid(?)'. 51 The OED, on the other hand, very rarely includes such figurative senses from alchemy, although it usually contains the lemma and often includes other figurative uses. This holds true for OED2 as well as OED3. 52 A rare exception is red man ('a substance regarded as the male principle or parent of metals, usually identified with sulphur'), which the OED even treats as a separate lemma, although lumping it together with various other unrelated meanings; the MED includes it under the lemmas man and red. This rare exception in the OED (found in OED2, and OED3 with updates from the MED) may stem from the fact that the red man is one of the most common alchemical tropes, and it usually receives a great deal of attention in present-day descriptions of alchemy and alchemical language, as shown by the OED's citations.
While the recording of instances of figurative language accounts for some of the differences between the dictionaries, the reason for other differences must be sought elsewhere.
In general, the MED has a greater penchant for seeing specialized alchemical meanings in normal vocabulary than the OED, which often records a similar, but not specifically alchemical sense. This is the case for, for example, degree, proportion, and reiterate, which the MED records with the alchemical senses 'a degree of color or heat', 'the ratio of one element to another in a compound or a mixture', and 'to bring back, reinduce', respectively. 53 The OED contains comparable entries, although not framed or differentiated as alchemical, even though it sometimes uses the same sources. Again, the OED3 compilers are not following the MED slavishly in this regard, as proportion and reiterate have been updated without an addition of the alchemical senses recorded by the MED. The greater number of items designated as alchemical in the MED is perhaps attributable to the compilers' notion that elaborate and specific subdivisions are necessary in a dictionary such as the MED: '[…] the MED is a period dictionary dealing in depth with a restricted period of time for which a number of quotations per century (at least four if available, and usually more) have been used as illustration, and our sense distinction and division are therefore quite detailed and elaborate'. 54 However, the OED's more general perspective may have influenced its classification, as it considers a broader set of texts and a longer development of the word than does the MED.
What Counts as an Alchemical Source?
The two dictionaries draw on a very limited number of texts for items that they designate as alchemical, and the number of sources that are cited ten times or more is very restricted: the MED has seven frequent sources, while the OED uses five sources ten times or more. The commonly-cited as well as the less-frequently-cited sources can be divided into several categories depending on their relationship to alchemy. Most of the frequent sources are alchemical treatises that outline the theories and practices of alchemical pursuits (in particular metallic transmutation). These sources include the two texts by George Ripley, Norton's
Ordinal, and The Book of Quintessence. There are similar texts among the less common sources, including a number of alchemical poems (about which more below).
The second category of texts is different in that alchemy is only described or depicted:
this is where the Canon's Yeoman's Tale and the Confessio amantis fit in, 56 together with other literary texts from the period that use words belonging to alchemy, often in allusions, puns, or ('fiery/burning quality') (f. 120v).
For previously recorded words, MS R. 14. 37 provides specific alchemical senses that have not been attested before, although one or both of the dictionaries may list similar senses. This is the case for, for instance, 'cere' ('to turn something into a waxlike or semiliquid condition'; ff. 37v, 49v, 61r, etc.), which is recorded in the MED with the meaning 'to impregnate with wax or a sealing compound, waterproof' or 'to wrap (a corpse) in an impregnated winding sheet', and in the OED as 'to smear or cover with wax, to wax' and similar meanings. Like words that have not been previously attested in the two dictionaries, the antedatings concern the open word classes nouns, adjectives, and verbs in particular, and they pertain to the categories of substances, equipment, and procedures. The dictionaries' primary reliance on alchemical texts in verse may account for the absence of such vocabulary, as the verse texts tend to be less practical in nature. Naturally, a larger corpus of writings is needed to determine the currency of the words in the fifteenth century and their possible continued use into the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
Concluding Remarks
The MED and the OED contain a wealth of information on alchemical vocabulary in English from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. At the same time, the results of this study make clear that, although they are a good starting point, the two dictionaries cannot be used uncritically as sources for a comprehensive reconstruction of this vocabulary. With their varying principles of inclusion, the dictionaries provide us with complementary pictures rather than a unified picture of alchemical words and meanings, and they seem best consulted in tandem rather than in
isolation.
An awareness of the dictionaries' strategies of labeling and their reliance on a small number of sources is also necessary in approaching this domain-specific terminology. While the MED has a penchant for providing detailed sub-senses (in accordance with its aim as a period dictionary), the OED is much more restrictive, and its categorization and labeling is arguably influenced by its coverage of a longer time frame. Although the labels provide us with an easy access point to alchemical vocabulary, an exploration must extend beyond these labels, because they appear to have been applied inconsistently and perhaps even inappropriately (depending on the definition of 'alchemy'). In the case of the OED, many of the inconsistencies in labeling use stem from OED2 (and hence OED1), while OED3 is streamlining this usage to a large degree, although not always agreeing with MED's classifications. The re-evalutation of alchemy among scholars of the history of science may lead to further shifts in the future in how we understand the domain of alchemy and its boundaries. Such shifts will inevitably bring the dictionaries out of line with current conceptions of alchemy and perhaps with each other. However, while the completion of the MED leaves the dictionary static (unless updates are made in the future in one form or another), OED3 has the opportunity to follow new developments.
Most importantly, my study of MS R. 14. 37 reveals that numerous lexemes and meanings still remain unrecorded. These are especially to be found in texts that fall outside alchemical poetry, the main type of source drawn on by both dictionaries. Many new discoveries are thus to be expected in the future once alchemical texts are more thoroughly explored. Such studies would be facilitated greatly by more editions of alchemical texts from the fifteenth century. Indeed, there is a close connection between editing, dictionary making, and advances in the study of alchemy: more editions will supply dictionaries with new words or new attestations of old words; the collection, categorization, and definition of these alchemical words will provide us with greater linguistic context for the language used in the limited texts that have so far been easily accessible. Scholars of the history of alchemy will undoubtedly benefit from this enhanced understanding of the lexical resources of alchemy, at the same time as they contribute to it through their studies of the newly edited texts. There is thus great potential for fruitful crossfertilization between the study of alchemical language, lexicography, and the historiography of alchemy.
